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Unlike traditional appliqué where the accent fabrics are 
placed on top of the base, reverse appliqué positions them 
underneath—in this case, under a faced edge. Choose a fun 
flower print fabric for color popping accents against basic 
(and practical) black poplin. This soft bag folds up for easily 
toting on any shopping spree.

Finished Size of Project: 14” x 14” x 4”

Supplies
Threads in coordinating colors
Coats® Bold Hand Quilting thread
Dual Duty® Jeans Topstitching 
Dual Duty XP® Heavy 
Dual Duty XP® All-Purpose

Fabric 
Black poplin 3⁄4 yd 
Black lightweight cotton lining 1⁄4 yd 
Flower print tote lining 5⁄8 yd
Large flower print for appliqués 1⁄4 yd
Fusible interfacing, 22” wide 13⁄8 yd
All fabrics are 44” wide unless otherwise noted

Additional Requirements
11⁄8 yd double-fold bias tape
Topstitching needle
Large-eye hand sewing needle
Pattern tracing paper

Technique: Sewing, Fabric Crafting

Skill Level: Beginner

Designed by: Linda Turner Griepentrog

Crafting time: Weekend
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Cutting
Note: Make a pattern for the tote body following the 
diagram (page 4).
From the black poplin, cut:
2 - Tote Body
2 - Straps, 4” x 21”
From the lightweight cotton lining, cut:
1 - strip, 5” x 18”
From the tote lining, cut:
2 - Tote Body, shortened 13⁄4” at upper edge
From the fusible Interfacing, cut:
2 - Tote Body
2 - Straps, 4” x 21”

TIP: If you want a soft quilted look to the bag, back each 
Tote Body piece with lightweight batting.
Preparing the Straps

1. Following the manufacturer’s instructions, fuse the
interfacing to the wrong side of each strap.

2. With wrong sides together, fold each strap in half with
long edges together and press. Unfold, then refold
each long cut edge to the center crease and press.
Each strap should now measure 1” x 21”.

3. Using matching thread, edgestitch each strap long
edge.

4. Using a topstitching needle, black bobbin thread and
heavier contrasting thread in the needle, stitch a line
of each color down the strap length 1⁄8” apart.

5. Set the finished straps aside.

Sewing the Accent Stitching
1. Thread the hand sewing needle with Bold Hand

Quilting thread. Sew a running stitch around each
circle 1⁄8” to 1⁄4” from the faced opening edge. Note
that each circle uses a different color thread.

TIP: Use a double strand of thread for more prominent 
stitching. 

2. Secure the thread at the end of the stitching. Trim the
appliqué squares and any excess facing fabric about
1⁄2” outside the accent stitching.

TIP: The space between stitches should be about the 
same as the stitch length, but stitch whatever is most 
comfortable for you. 

Assembling the Tote
Note: All seams are 1⁄2” unless otherwise noted.
1. Place the inside edge of the handle 31⁄2” on each side

of the tote front center line, with the decoratively
stitched side against the tote front. Baste the edges
together. Repeat for the tote back. Be careful not to
twist the handles.

2. With right sides together, sew the tote front and back
at the side seams and bottom. Press the seams open.

3. To box the corners, fold the tote side seam on top of
the bottom seam and sew across each corner (Page 3).

4. Turn the tote right side out.

Preparing the Tote
1. Following the manufacturer’s instructions, fuse

interfacing pieces to the wrong side of their
corresponding poplin pieces.

2. Chalk-mark a vertical line down the center of one tote
body to designate the front.

3. Chalk-mark a vertical center line onto the lightweight
cotton lining strip. Trace three 31⁄2” circle onto the
strip, spacing them as shown (page 5).

Appliquéing the Tote Front
1. With right sides together, center the marked

lightweight cotton strip on the tote front. Match the
vertical center of the strip to the center line of the
tote. Pin in place outside the circles.

2. Shorten the stitch length to 2.0 mm. Stitch around
each marked circle.

3. Carefully trim out the center of each circle, leaving
1⁄4” inside the stitching line. Clip the seam allowances
around each circle, staggering the clips between the
tote front layer and the lightweight cotton fabric.
Carefully cut apart the lining strip between the circles.

4. Turn each circle lining to the wrong side and press.
Trim the lining fabric if needed to avoid show-through
in the circle opening.

5. Lay the appliqué fabric under each circle, one at a
time. Position the flower as desired and pin in place.
Cut a 5” square to remove the featured flower from
the fabric. Repeat for each circle opening.
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5. Bind the tote upper edge with bias tape, folding under
the end to cover the starting point.

6. Make the tote lining following steps 2 and 3. Leave the
lining wrong side out.

7. Press under a 11⁄2” hem at the tote upper edge.
8. Slide the lining into the tote, matching side seams and

bottom seams. Smooth it into place and pin in a few
places to hold the layers together.

9. Fold under the upper tote edge along the pressed
hem line, encasing the lining upper edge.

10. Topstitch around the tote upper edge 1⁄4” and 1⁄2” from
the fold, keeping the handles straight as you stitch.
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